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Virtual Maintenance with e-box



Atlas Copco AIRmonitorTM

an After-market Revolution

AIRmonitorTM

A service that connects your Atlas Copco compressed 

air installation to the local Atlas Copco after-market 

organisation over the internet.

Peace of mind through professional care

Through the use of our truly unique AIRmonitorTM  system and the participation 

in one of Atlas Copco’s varied Service plans you can be assured your compressed air 

system will be operating as efficiently as possible 24/7.

You rest comfortably knowing that Atlas Copco is there for you when you need 

us. The AIRmonitorTM system allows Atlas Copco’s a fter-market organisation to 

monitor your compressed air system and react to problems before they cause you 

unnecessary and costly down time of your process.

Specific plans can be tailored to address your plant’s needs from simple 

monitoring and preventive maintenance services to complete system responsibility 

for maintenance of your entire compressed air system by highly trained Atlas Copco 

service technicians.

Compressed air is a vital source of energy in various production processes. 

Its availability, quality and cost have a tremendous impact on your company’s 

performance. When your compressed air installation is participating in Atlas 

Copco’s AIRmonitorTM  service you can be rest assured that you have a trusted 

partner watching over your investment.



– remote monitoring 24 hours per day, seven days per week

– the installation can be accessed by users that you give access to

– all measured installation data can be accessed for review

– automatic notification of warnings or shutdowns via e-mail or SMS

– quick summary of installation status contained in the e-mail for 

fast diagnosis of the system

– diagnosis of most problems can be handled remotely, eliminating   

unnecessary visits by service technicians

– maintenance of the installation can be scheduled more efficiently

– minimises downtime, allows for more efficient service activity, notifies you 

before trouble occurs and saves you money

– periodic reports can be generated to discuss the history and potential 

improvements of an installation

By leveraging the technology behind our Elektronikon® regulator and the 

internet Atlas Copco can warn you and take preventitive action before trouble 

starts. The preemptive attention afforded by the AIRmonitorTM  system will 

increase the overall efficiency of your compressed air system, increase the 

expected lifetime of the Atlas Copco equipment and most importantly 

save you money.

Virtual Maintenance Beneficts



Atlas Copco AIRmonitorTM

Efficient, Reliable, Flexible… 

Proper maintenance of compressed air equipment has a direct impact 

on reliability and operating costs of the entire system. A properly serviced 

compressed air installation is one way to avoid the risk of an interruption in your 

production process by an unscheduled interruption in your plant’s compressed 

air supply. AIRmonitorTM  services in addition to Atlas Copco’s varied portfolio 

of Service plans are an excellent way to ensure that your compressed air 

installation is always operating at its most efficient point.

AIRmonitorTM monitoring

Comprehensive and simple views of compressor operating status 

and history can be reviewed. Locally via your in-house local area 

network, LAN, or via a modem telephone link.

What can be incorporated into AIRmonitorTM 

–  any generation of Elektronikon® regulated compressor

– compressed air treatment equipment within the installation

– any generation of electro-pneumatic regulated compressor, 

even most competitor machines

 What you need to install AIRmonitorTMM  

–  an analog telephone line and modem

– a subscription with an internet service provider, ISP

– a subscription with your local Atlas Copco representative 

for the AIRmonitorTM service



ISP

AIRmonitorTM

Atlas Copco Customer center

Customer

Modem

Service Request

Hard wire Telephone line Internet Vehicle
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What sets Atlas Copco apart as a company is our 

conviction that we can only excel in what we do, if we 

provide the best possible know-how and technology to 

really help our customers produce, grow and succeed.

There is a unique way of achieving that - we simply 

call it the Atlas Copco way. It builds on interaction, on 

long-term relationships and involvement in the customers’ 

process, needs and objectives. It means having the 

flexibility to adapt to the diverse demands of the people 

we cater for.

It’s the commitment to our customers’ business that 

drives our effort towards increasing their productivity 

through better solutions. It starts with fully supporting 

existing products and continuously doing things better, 

but it goes much further, creating advances in technology 

through innovation. Not for the sake of technology, but 

for the sake of our customer’s bottom line and peace-of-

mind.

That is how Atlas Copco will strive to remain the 

first choice, to succeed in attracting new business and to 

maintain our position as the industry leader. 




